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ABSTRACT

THE IMPACT OF PROBLEM ASSIGNMENT ON STUDENT LEARNING

George Chapman-Brown
University of Guelph, 2021

Advisor:
Judi McCuaig
Ritu Chaturvedi

Automated tutoring systems rely on example problems to be both a teacher

and a tester of a student’s progress in learning a skill. It is crucial to understand

each problem’s effectiveness at teaching to facilitate improvements to tutoring

systems. Unfortunately, there are no documented methods for identifying the

effectiveness of a problem as a teacher. This research explores using the amount

of effort taken to master a skill as a metric for evaluating the effectiveness

of problems. Metrics were developed, calculated, and tested from the KDD

2010 dataset. Testing was done by building predictors and using relationship

discovery methods to discover how these predictors functioned. A student’s

learning length for a skill was shown to be a relevant metric which correlates

with existing success metrics in the KDD 2010 data set.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intelligent tutoring systems are frequently used to teach and practice skills in

situations where human instructors can’t provide sufficient one to one interac-

tion. They can be used as aids or as a replacement for in-class teaching.

Many tutoring systems use example problems to teach and test topics.

These problems do much of the teaching work in tutors. Tutors are there-

fore only as good as their problems. Tutors need ways to evaluate the strength

of their problems as a teaching tool.

Methods exist for evaluating the usefulness of tutors, such as test scores be-

fore and after using a tutor,[8][44] or questionnaires and surveys[6][24], however

nothing currently exists for testing the ability of problems to teach. Without

these metrics, it is difficult to make changes to the problems in a tutoring sys-

tem. Since problems and problem assignments are core to intelligent tutoring

systems, this need is somewhat important.

Metrics are frequently used to assess whether a change to a tutor produced

the desired effect. Common metrics used for online tutors capture changes

in students’ knowledge at the beginning and end of a course, using scores on
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tests. Scores in courses are used, and compared to students who did not have

access to the tutor, or to tutors with different problems or tools. These metrics

are extremely useful, but do not incorporate usage data that tutors currently

collect including which problems the student has done. Incorporating this data

could be used to explore the effects of different problems on students’ learning.

With this in mind, this paper explores the following thesis.

The relative ability of a problem to teach a skill can be identi-

fied with a metric representing the impact of the problem on the

number of problems it takes for students to learn that skill.

In this work, data from an online tutor is used to create a metric which

represents students’ effort before learning a skill, and this metric is used to

discover what effect problem assignment had on student’s required effort using

the tutor. In order to investigate this, two research questions will be explored:

Research Question 1:Is it possible to create a metric which repre-

sents the effort required by a student in order to learn a skill?

Research Question 2: What impact does problem assignment have

on the amount of effort a student requires to learn a skill?

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 introduces and ex-

plores key concepts that will be relevant to the research. Chapter 3 will outline

the experimental setup and how the hypothesis will be tested. In chapter 4

results will be presented along with what they mean to the thesis. Chapter 5

will discus possible future work and the conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Intelligent Tutors

Intelligent tutors are tools which teach topics to many students using auto-

matically generated feedback. Many such tools exist, which follow different

methodologies. An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is a tutor which assesses

student’s learning using cognitive models, and uses this assessment to assign

problems for students to complete that expand the student’s learning. This is

part of a larger field known as Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED)[36].

Intelligent tutors have been around since at least the 1970s, when Carbonel

wrote An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Computer-Assisted Instruction[7].

The term Intelligent Tutoring System was not coined until later, when Sleeman

and Brown published an editorial of the same name in 1982[37].

Numerous ITS exist, such as the Carnegie learning school of tutors. This

includes the Algebra and Bridge to Algebra tutors, as well as programming and

geometry tutors[30]. These tutors are built on the ACT-R theory of learning,

which represents how knowledge and memory work. This school of thought
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examines knowledge as a series of production rules, or if-then connections be-

tween problems and expected student action. The more complex the tasks

the more production rules are required. Several single-purpose ITS exist as

well, such as The Interactive Multimedia Intelligent Tutoring System(IMITS),

a tutor for introductory electrical engineering students to build circuits from

descriptions, and the expression evaluation tutor for computer science [20].

A common form of ITS is composed of many inter-working components[27]:

1. A domain knowledge model that contains the order in which these skills

build together to solve problems inside the domain

2. A knowledge model for students to find where in the domain model they

sit, separating out skills they have learned and those they need to learn.

3. A set of problems which act as teachers and testers of components in the

domain model

4. A way to assign students problems based on what knowledge they have

from the domain model

5. User interfaces for users to interact with the various user facing elements

Each of these components contain design challenges as well as opportunities

for improvement. Any of these components can cause issues that can decrease

the effectiveness of using the tutor. For this reason it is important that tutor

developers find ways to evaluate how these components operate and how they

contribute to student learning.

2.2 Tutoring Metrics and Measures

Tutors need information which measure their effectiveness. Metrics and mea-

sures can be used to show the value of a tutor as a teaching tool. Metrics are

also necessary for validating that changes to a tutor create a positive change.

Furthermore, with interconnected systems of components reliable metrics about
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tutor impact are crucial to understanding how improvements to one component

can affect the entire tutor.

2.2.1 Test Scores

One of the most common metrics to evaluate tutoring systems is the pre and

post test score. Students are given graded tests of their understanding before

and after using a tutor. A score difference is calculated per student that rep-

resents the amount of knowledge gained. This type of information is useful in

demonstrating the effectiveness of a tutor as a teaching aide. This evaluation

establishes a useful baseline which is easily compared to metrics already used

in schools. Pre and post tests have been used to show the effectiveness of the

Carnegie school of tutors[2],the expression evaluation tutor created by Kumar

et al[20], and for improving the Dina fraction tutor[44]

Kumar et al’s Expression evaluation tutor[20] is designed to improve under-

standing of core computer science concepts. According to the authors, current

models of learning were more about students creating their own models than

about copying what they were taught, and therefore more interactive learning

was seen as very attractive. To test this, a tutor was created that contained ex-

ecuting lines of java or C++ code where students had to guess the output. This

provided an interactive environment for students. To show the tutor’s effec-

tiveness, pre and post scores were compared between the newly designed tutor

and a similar expression evaluation workbook. Percentage difference and effect

size were calculated and used to conclude that the tutor was more effective.

In the Dina Tutor[44], learning fractions was identified as an important

and difficult section for students learning mathematics. Because of this, the

fraction tutor’s remedial learning section was given special attention. Group

and individual tutoring sections were compared to see which section improved
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students grades more. Students were each given a pre-test, then one of the 2

remedial lessons, then tested again to find the change in score. A one-sided

ANCOVA found that individual tutoring was more effective. Here pre-test and

post-test scores were used to decide the best approach to remedial training.

Carnegie tutors used pre and post scores to identify knowledge tracing as a

potential area of improvement, and then used to verify the system’s improve-

ment to students[8].

Using pre and post evaluations as a metric for tutor effectiveness does have

a critical shortcoming. Because students are only being tested at the entry and

exit points of the tutor, it is difficult to find what components contributed to

learner success. Without finding out which components contributed to success,

it is difficult to make changes to the tutor. For example information is lost

about what problems students completed. If tutors assign students different

problems, information might be lost that could have been used to pin point

specific problems which do not teach effectively.

2.2.2 Questionnaires and Surveys

Sometimes questionnaires are used to evaluate tutors. Students are asked ques-

tions about the effectiveness of the tutor, such as how useful specific tools were,

and what contributed to understanding. These have the problem of bias on the

part of the student, and students are not always aware of errors they may have

learned or areas they are lacking in. However, these metrics are still useful for

questions such as ease of use or graphics and audio quality, Since evaluating

user interfaces doesn’t require students to have knowledge of the topics they are

learning, it can be an effective analysis tool. These questionnaires are typically

used to evaluate user satisfaction and evaluate the user interface.
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Questionnaires were used for evaluating the IMITS circuit building tutor

to find errors in the user interface[6]. Students were asked about the quality of

the tutoring experience. Students were asked if they enjoyed using the tutor, if

they found it easy to use, and how helpful they found the various components.

Students rated each question on an agree or disagree basis using a 5-point

likert-type scale. This was used to evaluate whether different parts of the tutor

were effective and helpful. Since students were not being asked to evaluate how

well they learned, questionnaires would not have been subject to as much bias.

Design of Conversational Agents for CSCL: Comparing two types of agent

intervention strategies in a university classroom used questionnaires with Likert

scales to compare the effectiveness of two different designs of chat agents in

collaborative tasks. Students were given seven statements and asked to rate

their agreement from 1 to 7. These questions asked questions such as: did the

chat bots interrupted human-human interactions, were the chat agents useful

in facilitating interaction between the human participants, and if participants

would choose to complete more tasks with the chat agent. The results were

used to inform researchers that students using a knowledge support agent bot

were more satisfied than those using a social support agent[24].

2.2.3 Internal Metrics

Occasionally internal data from a tutoring system is used to analyze perfor-

mance. Tutors can collect large quantities of data on student performance,

including data such as the time students take to complete problems, how many

times they get questions right or wrong, and the probability with which a stu-

dent understands a concept. Data of this sort can provide detailed information

about which areas students are struggling with and how to improve different

parts of the tutor.
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When evaluating the usefulness of hints to the Carnegie school of tutors,

both length of time in the system and the score on post-tutoring scores were

evaluated to find out how hints contributed to student learning [2] [16]. More

useful hints in the form of more specific information were found to decrease the

time it took students to go through the tutor, but not the final score of students

after completing the tutor. Further research found that some extremely specific

hints can have a positive impact on test scores, showing that they do not just

cause students to finish the course quicker, but instead learn more about the

material due to the hints[23]. The internal metric length of time in the tutor was

used to analyze hints. Length of time in the tutor was found to award detailed

hints with better scores erroneously. The hints did not contribute much to

student understanding, and thus had to be corrected by the more accurate

pre and post test scores. Students were likely reading the hints, inputting the

answers, and either not understanding or absorbing the material because the

hints were providing too much detail.

The Carnegie tutor added knowledge tracing [8] to improve the ability of

their tutor to track student’s knowledge. This system aimed to keep track of

how well students learned specific skills, and how frequently students had been

exposed to those skills. The efficacy of the knowledge tracking system was

tested using statistical analysis to determine its accuracy. This was necessary

because pre and post tests would not have given the information they needed

about tracking live student information as the system worked. Pre and post

testing would have made it extremely difficult to fine tune the knowledge trac-

ing system. Internal data was used to analyze the effectiveness of the knowledge

tracing system.

Internal metrics can provide clear insight into a tutor. They are generated

to cover a variety of student interactions and systems. They can also be used
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for much more. For example, they have not been documented in use to analyze

the quality of problems in the Carnegie tutors. This is a concern because the

problems are critical to the teaching process, as they walk students through the

domain model set up by the teachers. Internal data could play a role in creating

metrics to analyze problem’s performance in order to make improvements by

removing and replacing questions that do a poor job teaching. The Carnegie

series of tutors has a large collection of internal data available for processing.

Because of the complexity of the data present machine learning and data mining

could play a key role in this analysis.

2.3 Data Mining

Data mining is a cross-disciplinary field which contains numerous methods

to find information from collections of data. The term data mining can also

refer to a specific part of the entire knowledge discovery process, which is the

use of tools to find information. This definition excludes steps such as data

transformation, cleaning, and understanding the data, which fall under the

term knowledge discovery[4][13][21][11].

Some common techniques include Regression, Classification, Clustering,

and Association Rule Mining. Each of these techniques comes with require-

ments for what data are used, what can be found out, and the computational

requirements of using these techniques. These differences are the reason so

many different techniques are used. Table 2.1 outlines these requirements and

uses.

2.3.1 Classification

Classification is a technique for putting things into pre-defined categories. Clas-

sifications requires data that has categories already defined, as well as many
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samples of data with these classifications applied. Techniques are then used

for discovering how other data relates to these classifications. For example,

whether students have gotten a problem correct or not, and whether it was a

guess or a near miss [29]. Classification can also be used for whether or not

a student understands a particular topic [18]. Classification can be done with

numerous algorithms including neural networks, support vector machines, ran-

dom forests, and decision trees. Generally, the classification is the end goal,

rather than a way to learn about a topic. Consequentially, classification is a

sensible approach for tasks that require identifying the group associated with

the data. Classifiers are often quite slow to create due to the amount of time

spent training on the known data. It is also difficult to ensure that the rela-

tionships found in sample data are also present in new, real world data. This

problem is frequently known as overfitting. Classification is often used in data

with a large number of dimensions (many different variables), as these do not

rely on distance metrics like clustering methods do. Table 2.1 provides a short

summary of what these techniques do and what they have been used for.

2.3.2 Regression

Regression makes a numeric prediction about one or more variable. Regression

creates an estimate of one “unknown” variable using the other (known) vari-

ables. By using data where both the known and unknown variables are present,

models can draw conclusions about which combination of known variables can

predict the unknown variable. A good model is one which minimizes the pre-

diction error. One example is prediction of student grades [17]. Regression can

be done using statistical modelling, linear models, decision trees, neural net-

works, and many others. Regression is useful for discovering which factors lead

to a certain outcome, such as grades in a course or on a test. Many regression
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models are easy to understand, especially ones based in statistics such as linear

modeling.

2.3.3 Clustering

Clustering is a technique to group datapoints together to find some common

groups. Some common techniques to create these clusters are k-means and

fuzzy c-means. In fuzzy clustering datapoints can belong to multiple clusters,

while in k-means each datapoint may only belong to a single cluster. Most

clustering algorithms used are variations of c-means clusters [14]. Each of

these are techniques that treat each variable as a single dimension in space,

allowing each datapoint represents a single space in this n-dimensional space.

This allows the calculation of distance between 2 datapoints. By doing this, you

can find points in this space which are close to as many datapoints as possible.

If many datapoints fall around a few central locations, then these clusters

describe some key difference in your data. The key difference between clustering

and classification is that classification requires training data labelled with the

classification before hand. Clustering does not give you clear specifications like

classification does. Therefore clustering is frequently used when researchers are

not yet aware what they are looking for. Observing the centres of the clusters

and which variables cause change within clusters can lead to learning about

group commonalities in data points.

2.3.4 Association Rules Mining

Association rule mining(ASR) is a technique for systematically analyzing the

association between datapoints to find rules that are followed most frequently.

By looking at every possible combination in a dataset, it is possible to find

key correlations. This process is computationally expensive, and can leave out
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important rules that have fewer information points [15]. Including these points

can cause computation time to balloon quickly to infeasible levels. Association

rule mining is commonly used in marketing datasets to find which products

are bought together from a store.[1]. Data for association rule mining is in the

form of lists of items which contain group membership, such as lists of items

purchased in shopping carts.

To summarize, regression and classification are used when the information

can reasonably be centered around a single variable which is critical to mak-

ing decisions. Clustering and rule mining are useful when there is no critical

variable or decision to be made, or data is being looked at specifically not to

place high value on one instance. Regression and classification differ based on

whether the missing variable is a number or membership to a group. ASR

and clustering differ in that clustering requires data that can be interpreted

as directions in space, which means categorical variables have to be considered

carefully.
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Data Mining Techniques and their Applications

Technique Goal Examples
Regression Aims to fit data to

a curve to make
numeric guesses
about new samples
using data with
known scores

[17] Predicting Student Grades
[43] Student problem solving ability
while minimizing language barriers
[43] Test problem solving and minimize
language barrier

Classification Aims to sort each
new data point into
1 or more boxes
using samples with
known
classifications

[29] Classify answers as more than just
correct/incorrect (guess, close miss,
etc)
[18] Statistical modeling used to find
hidden variables, including student un-
derstanding
[41] Classifying effort needed to com-
plete an assignment
[4] Identifying end of semester perfor-
mance
[25] Bin students by performance using
SVM

Clustering Find groupings in
data where labels
do not exist

[45] Anxiety detection
[31] Clustering based on motivation to
learn
[39] - k-means clustering using Student
attitudes and grades
[22] fuzzy c-means clustering on student
grades over university career
[26] Identify types of students using c-
means and means-shift clustering

Association
Rule Mining

Find core rules
which govern a
data set

[47] Predicting course scores
[15] Anxiety Identification
[13] Recommendations to course cre-
ators using if-then rules about student
usage data after each course

Table 2.1: A short analysis of some state of the art data mining techniques and
their use
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2.4 KDD-2010

In order to begin analysis of the problems present in a tutor, a large database

of internal data from a tutor is required. One database available for this work

is from the Knowledge Discovery in Databases(KDD) competition in 2010.

This competition occurs yearly, going back to 1989. Each year, a problem is

constructed which requires data mining skills to find relationships in large data

sets. It typically involves the construction of a classifier or regressor to make

predictions about future data.

In 2010, in order to bring attention to the Educational Data Mining field,

a data set focused on education was chosen. The KDD 2010 dataset was taken

from Carnegie algebra tutors used in public schools in 2008 and 2009. The

data was focused around student’s ability to complete problem steps on their

first attempt, and the data is organized to focus around the steps students

took to complete a problem. For each step the students took interactions were

tracked, including whether they got that step correct in their first attempt,

how many times they have attempted that step, how long the student spent

on that step, how many times they have asked for help, and when they first

encountered this step. A student’s progress through the tutor is tracked as

to of how many times they have been exposed to a particular skill, known in

the data set as a Knowledge Component (KC). Each step is assigned several

KCs by the creator of the problem, and tracked across the entire unit. Each

time the student encounters a skill, they increase their opportunity count to

learn that skill. This data was key to making predictions of student success by

entrants to the KDD-2010 competition[9].

The KDD dataset is very large, encompassing around 20 million student

steps and around 4000 students, making this challenge ideal for data algorithms
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such as those found in machine learning. Competitors were asked to predict

whether students would complete a step the first time they encountered it.

The data was provided in a way that required transformation of the data

to create effective predictors. It also allowed many different regression and

classification algorithms to be used, including regression algorithms or binary

classifiers. The problem was specified as a regression task, with an output of

between 0 or 1, representing the relative likelihood of the student completing

the step on the first try. Since scoring was done using the algorithm’s Root

Mean Squared Error (RMSE), linear classifiers and algorithms with adjustable

goal functions may be favoured, as they can optimize this quantity, while binary

classifiers optimize for some classification accuracy metric.

Data from the KDD 2010 competition has been used for a variety of pur-

poses. These include predictions for the purpose of the competition, and a few

non-competition uses of the data. Many of the highest ranking competitors

wrote papers on their work.

2.4.1 Competitors

Analyzing competitors can give an idea of what algorithms work on this type of

data. The top performing groups include the Feature Engineering and Classi-

fier Ensemble for KDD Cup, Big Chaos, SCUT team, and Taiwan team. Other

predictors were created after the competition for the same purpose, such as

Recommender System for Predicting Student Performance [40]. Competitors

used the data from the competition to create a predictor for student perfor-

mance. Teams were asked to create a predictor for whether a given student

would complete a given step the first time they encountered it. Training data

had several student-step pairs withheld from the training data to use for scoring

participants. Predictors were asked to submit a probability from zero to one
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that the student completed the step successfully on the first try. Competitors

were then judged on the root mean square error of their predictor.

Several methodologies were used in creating the predictors. Competitors

used both different processes to build their predictors, as well as different al-

gorithms and data models. Figure 2.2 shows the competitors in the top 10

finishers who submitted papers explaining how their predictors were built, in-

cluding their final placement in the competition.

Teams approached the problem very differently, which shows that many

approaches can work even with the same goal on the same data. A recent

Netflix competition was a major inspiration to many groups. This competition

showcased ensemble predictors and content recommendation systems to deal

with large amounts of user ratings on video content[33]. Most of the teams

used ensemble predictors, which combine multiple predictions from different

predictors to create a more accurate prediction. This can be done using a

second predictor, which is fed the first set of predictions as input, but this

can sometimes lead to overfitting. Several competitors instead chose to use a

linear combination of their predictors as the ensemble, assigning each predictor

a weight based on its individual performance. Only one paper from the top

10 scorers did not use an ensemble method. it scored in the 6th place, with a

RMSE which was less than 0.01 worse than the top placed team.

Competitors also differed in several ways. Some competitors focused on

using the sparse data in the KDD dataset in different combinations, such as

the Taiwan team, while others created advanced metrics based on learning

models for students, for example using a calculated percentage chance of the

student having the knowledge involved in the given task [28]
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Team Name Final

Posi-

tion

RMSE Data Model Predictor Used

National

Taiwan

University[46]

1 0.2729 Simple and com-

plex components,

KC changed into

word counts

A weighted combi-

nation of many pre-

dictors

BigChaos[42] 3 0.2745 SVD reduction of

sparse vectors

collaborative filter-

ing

Zach A.

Pardos[28]

4 0.2765 Probability of

knowledge using

Learn rate, Guess

rate, and slip

ensemble using

Hidden Markov

Models and Deci-

sion Trees

SCUT Data

Mining[35]

6 0.2804 Scoring machine

output comparing

students

MLP using Weka

Table 2.2: Some competitors to the KDD competition provided

descriptions of the prediction models they have built. This table

provides a summary of their algorithms and their data

Linear predictors and regressors were used because the data was assumed

to be linearly separable, and the lower training time would make them more

favourable compared to kernel-based methods, such as a support vector ma-

chine [46].

The Taiwanese team’s submission is a collection of 10-20 predictors. It was

run as a course and then each participant’s predictor was combined into an

ensemble model. This combined simple and complex predictors using a linear
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weighting. This includes grouping similar problems together by name, student

experience with that knowledge component, student behaviour over the last

several steps, and the current step identifier[46].

The Big Chaos team used a collaborative filtering approach inspired by the

Netflix competition. Using this technique similar users (in this case students)

are compared for similarity. This requires the creation of a distance algorithm

by comparing student metrics. Singular value decomposition is used to produce

a dimensional reduced space in order to use this technique. Similar students

are assumed to do well on the same problems, and have trouble on the same

problems. Therefore, by comparing student similarity and then comparing the

metrics on success for that problem, a likelihood of success can be computed,

as long as a body of similar students and their scores is present [42]. A major

influence was a paper that came out of the Netflix competition: Restricted

Boltzmann Machines for Collaborative Filtering[33]. This paper brought up the

idea of using singular value decomposition to limit dimensionality, specifically

in a sparse feature space, which is similar to the KDD 2010 data set, as well

as the notion of collaborative filtering. This model was used by the KDD 2010

team because it fit well without need for complex hand-built modelling, using

a model that already exists. The only thing that needed to change was that

the likelihood of liking a given movie was instead applied to the likelihood of

getting the question right, and the user similarity using user data represented

by a sparse matrix was already present.

Zach Pardos’ solution [28] was to use student models as inputs rather than

most competitors’ sparse models. He used a model created in 1995 by Corbett

and Anderson [8] using probabilities of student knowledge. The models were

fed to a variety of predictors in an ensemble approach. His ensemble used a

more complex approach, mapping the RMSE of the predictions over different
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sets of data, which allowed each predictor to work on the areas it excelled at.

Bagged decision trees function similarly.

The SCUT Data Mining team used a scoring machine, which uses an ob-

servation’s properties to find a related likelihood of success, which are pre-

calculated and stored in hashmaps. Multiple sets of scoring machines were

built to create several different predicted scores, based on different features or

combinations of features. These generated scores were then fed to a multi-

layer perceptron created in Weka, a program for testing machine learning

algorithms[35].

2.4.2 Other Usage

Data from the KDD 2010 Competition continued to be used after the com-

petition in various ways. The most common way is in recommending courses

for students. This is the case in 2 papers: Graph theory based model for

learning path recommendation [10], and A Difficulty Ranking Approach to

Personalization in E-learning. Graph theory based model for learning path

recommendation[10] looked at mapping each question in the data set as having

pre-conditions and post-conditions, representing skills which are needed to do

the problem, as well as what skills are learned by completing the question.

This study used the KDD 2010 data set, as well as The Australian Flexible

Learning Framework and the Globe data set. The goal of the study was to

produce optimal routes through the course, as well as to find the interconnect-

edness and stability of the constructed graph. A Difficulty Ranking Approach

to Personalization in E-learning[34] instead looks to use the probability of the

student completing each problem correctly as the basis for what problem would

be best for each student to do next. It not look at how the order changes the
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difficulty at future steps. This research used the KDD 2010 data set as its

sample.

So far, the data from the KDD 2010 competition has been used to learn

how to build effective predictors, and to build problem recommender systems.

There is very little research on what this data tells us about the education

system. There is also little information about what makes a student a good

performer or a bad performer, which skills take the longest to learn, or which

questions are good or bad teachers. This data could be used to build better

web platforms. Extraction techniques could be used to find information from

these systems because they identify what makes these predictors work.

Data generated internally to the tutor was used to build and improve on

specific aspects of tutoring systems. However, this data could go farther, pro-

viding more information to help improve tutors. By using the relationship

between problems and the skills that they teach, it should be possible to eval-

uate the teaching ability of each problem using the data provided in the KDD

2010 dataset.
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Overview

As established in chapter 1, we postulate that

The relative ability of a problem to teach a skill can be identi-

fied with a metric representing the impact of the problem on the

number of problems it takes for students to learn that skill.

In order to narrow the scope, the following research questions will be explored:

• Research Question 1: Is it possible to create a metric which represents

the effort required by a student in order to learn a skill?

• Research Question 2: What impact does problem assignment have on the

amount of effort a student requires to learn a skill?

The research questions are investigated by creating predictive models for

the amount of effort students spend learning a skill. To do this, the metric stu-

dent skill learning length and average learning length per problem are defined,

formulated, calculated, and then tested. This is done by creating predictive

models and then analysing their decision process.
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In order to facilitate understanding, definitions are provided for key terms

in the research in section 3.2. Following this will be the data exploration and

transformation process (section 3.3). Afterwards the steps to explore each

research question are provided in detail in section 3.6 and 3.7.

3.2 Definitions

• A problem is a teaching element defined by the Carnegie school of tutors

across their platforms. It represents a set of steps, each of which can be

correct or incorrect[9].

• A step is a single action towards completing a problem.

• A skill is a single knowledge component defined by the Carnegie tutoring

systems “Bridge to Algebra” and “Algebra.”

• The student skill learning length (SLL) represents the number of

problems a specific student completes which teach or test a particular

skill.

• The average learning length per problem (ALP), is the sum of the

SLLs for a given skill for all students who completed a given problem,

divided by the number of students who completed that problem.

• a Data Model is the schema that represents how relationship data is

captured.

• A Predictive Model is a system to make predictions based on given

data. This can take the form of either mathematical models or machine

learning models.

• A field is a single piece of information from a record. This can be referred

to as a column.

• An entity is single record in a database, containing a value for each field.

This can be referred to as a row.
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Sample Data Format from KDD 2010

Table 3.1: Sample table from the KDD 2010 website explaining the data format

3.3 Data Format and Cleaning

As mentioned in chapter 2, The KDD 2010 Dataset is a collection of student

interactions with several online tutors. This includes data from the Algebra

and Bridge to Algebra tutor. These tutors walk students through the learning

process through a series of interconnected skills, which are called knowledge

components. Students who demonstrate knowledge of these skills move forward

to learn other skills. Each step provides a chunk of data relevant to the student’s

ability to complete that step, including the knowledge component(s) involved,

the number of opportunities to learn these knowledge components, the number

of errors made on this step by this student, and the number of hints requested.

Table 3.1 provides an example of what the KDD 2010 dataset looks like.
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Each problem is composed of steps, which represents a part the entire ques-

tion. For example, in a problem where a student has to find the area of a

square with a circular hole, there is likely to be a step calculating the area of

the circle, and a step calculating the square. Steps are the central organization

of the KDD 2010 data set. In table 3.1, One problem is WATERING VEG-

GIES, which has the steps WATERED AREA Q1, TOTAL-GARDEN Q1, and

UNWATERED-AREA Q1, and DONE.

Each entity in the dataset represents a single student’s interaction with

one step. If a student completes the same step more than once, that data is

added on to the already existing entity, such that each student-step pair only

has a single entry. The entire dataset contains 20 million student-step records,

as well as over 6000 students. Each student-step record contains data about

which skills were tested, whether a student got this step correct on the first

try, the number of opportunities the student has had to demonstrate this skill,

the number of times the student has answered this step correctly, incorrectly,

what time they accessed it, and whether or not they have asked for hints. It

also includes unique identifiers for the student and the problem, as well as

information about where the problem fits into the course. These interactions

are visualized in a chen-style relationship diagram in figure 3.2.

Whether students got a step correct on the first time is known as the first-

correct. This is a 1 or 0, representing true or false. Estimation of this parameter

was core to the competition, so it is used for evaluation of other metrics later

on.

Steps are each tagged with up to 3 knowledge components, which represents

the skill a student is mastering through completion of the step. For example,

there is likely a skill for calculating the area of a circle, and a separate skill for

calculating the area of a square. In table 3.1, the knowledge components (or
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skills) are Circle-Area, Rectangle-Area, Compose-Areas, Determine-Done, and

Enter-Given.

Skills are further divided into traced and untraced skills. Traced skills are

those used to determine the student’s ability to advance in the course, where

untraced skills do not impact the path through the course.

Each skill in a step has a matching opportunity count which represents how

many times a student has been exposed to this skill. Opportunity counts are

present for both trained and untrained skills. As students are more exposed

to a skill, their likelihood of having learned the skill increases. Finding out

how likely this learning is to have occurred is a key focus of the KDD 2010

competition.

Each problem belongs to a section, and each section belongs to a unit. A

unit contains a set of sections, a section contains a set of similar problems, and

a problem is composed of a set of steps which must all be completed to complete

a problem. An example of a unit is WHOLE-NUMBER-OPERATIONS-1, and

an example of a section is WHOLE-NUMBER-OPERATIONS-I-1. A problem

in that section might be called WHOLENUMOPS1-083, one of several exam-

ples of problems in this section. Problems within sections can be very similar,

and will test similar skills, however they will not always share the same num-

ber of steps. This hierarchy is shown in figure 3.1. Students typically complete

sections in a pre-defined order as part of completion of a unit.

Little cleaning was needed for the KDD 2010 dataset because it was already

cleaned in preparation for the competition. Only the data from the Bridge to

Algebra 2008-2009 section of the KDD competition was used, as it contained

ample data for this research. Observations with no time data (such as time

spent correct or time spent incorrect) with no value were treated as having a

value of zero.
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Data Hierarchy

Figure 3.1: The relationship between steps, problems, sections, and units in
the KDD dataset. Sections are designed to be done linearly within a unit, with
many examples of problems for each section. Problems within a section are
not guaranteed to have the same number of steps, however the steps involved
will have similar skills

Data from the KDD 2010 database was taken from the official competition

website[38].

3.4 Data Exploration

In order to better understand the KDD dataset, data exploration was con-

ducted. This information was later used to build metrics to test the research

questions for this work. Three main questions were explored:

1. Skill Information: How many examples are present of each skill? How

many different skills are represented?

2. Student Effort Differences: How widely different were the number of

problems students had to complete?

3. Problem Assignment: How were problems assigned to students?
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ERD of KDD Data

Figure 3.2: Chen Style Entity Relationship Diagram for the KDD 2010 data
set. In the red circle is the core relationship captured in the dataset.
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Top 5 Skills
Skill Name Number of entries in database

Calculate sum digit – no carry-1 225624
Identify number as common factor-1 213895
Calculate partial product – no carry-1 181800
Calculate difference digit from 2 digits-1 161462

Calculate internal product-1 126175

Table 3.2: Number of entries which contain each of the most frequent 5 traced
skills in the KDD Dataset

3.4.1 Skill Information

In order to learn about the distribution of skills in the KDD database, the

number of skills and how many total student steps occurred which contained

that skills were examined. Investigation was done using the entire dataset to

find how many skills were present and which skills were taught the most and

least frequently. This was done for the untraced and the traced skills, and

outputted to text documents.

There are 886 untraced and 805 traced skills (or Knowledge Components)

in the Bridge to Algebra 2008-2009 data set.

It was discovered that the number of steps completed for some skills was

extremely high, and some rarely occurred at all. This was true for the traced

and untraced category. The 5 most frequent traced skills were selected for this

research. These skills are used because there is sufficient data for each skill.

The sparcity of the data and the large number of skills means that there is less

information captured in skills which appear less frequently. The most common

skills were determined by iterating through the dataset one step at a time and

adding to totals for each traced and untraced skill. The top 5 traced skills are

shown in table 3.2.
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3.4.2 Student Effort Differences

Student Effort is measured as the number of problems a student completes of a

particular skill. Traced skills require students to learn the skill before continu-

ing, meaning that students are forced to complete problems at minimum until

the tutor has evidence they have learned the skill. To look at the differences

in per-skill effort between students, a group of histograms (figure 3.4.2) was

created for each of the most frequent skills comparing the effort and the count

of students who completed that number of problems.

Figure 3.3 shows a combined histogram of student skill effort for the top

5 skills. it is clear that the data is not normally distributed by the fact that

the sides do not evenly degrade. The mean is at 16.91, where the median is at

12, making this a left-leaning data set. The number of problems completed is

between 1 and 125. 25% of students are below 6, and 25% are between 22 and

125. Clearly students are completing different numbers of problems to learn

the same skills.

From the histogram of SSL seperated from skill (figure 3.4.2) a few things

become clear

• Differences in effort are not only decided by the skill being learned, as

there is a distribution for each skill. This means that even though the skill

makes a large impact on the learning length, there is significant overlap

• The time to learn different skills is a very large factor, with the averages

differing between 23 and 30 problems for the slowest and fastest skill

3.4.3 Problem Assignment

Before looking at how problems effected students, more information was needed

about how problems were assigned. To learn how problems were assigned,

student-step entries were pulled from 100 random students in the database.
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Figure 3.3: Frequency of the number of problems needed to learn a skill for
each student for all 5 most frequent skills.

This data was sorted in time order. Then, going through the steps one at

a time, lists of problems encountered by each student were recorded. From

there, it was determined that students completed sections in the same order,

but each section contained numerous problems which could be substituted.

This was likely necessary for assigning students more problems if they are

not completing problems correctly. Students were not assigned problems from

a section in the same order, which means it is possible to test the effect of

assigning different problems.

Next, tables were produced for the order of problem completion for the 5

most frequently used traced skills. For each of these skills, a list of all problems

which require that particular skill was created, and then each student’s problem

history was searched in order of the start time for their steps. Each problem was
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Distribution of Number of Problems Completed to Learn a Skill

Figure 3.4: Histograms for each of top 5 skills. Each histogram displays a count
of the number of students who finished a skill with the given effort, measured
in Student Skill Learning Length. Each histogram has a dotted line to show
the mean for that category. Each skill has a different distribution, and many
skills have very different means. This would have made the skill the student
was learning an important factor for a predictor in guessing the effort before
learning a skill at completion of the course.

Student Effort Problem A Problem B Problem C Problem D

001 Long 0 2 1 4
002 Very Short 0 0 0 1
003 Medium 1 0 0 2

Table 3.3: Table format used for investigating the order problems were done.
For each student, each problem they completed was given the number it was
completed in. If a student did not complete that problem, a 0 was used.

given a number to represent what order the student completed them. Student

effort was provided in the form of quantiled binning, which was done to show

the relative differences in required effort. An example of what this looks like is

provided in table 3.3.
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3.5 Data Transformation

3.5.1 Creating Metrics

To test the research questions, two metrics were defined: student skill learning

length (SLL), and the average learning length per problem (ALP). These were

designed to represent student effort to learn a skill, and the ability of problems

to teach skills.

3.5.1.1 Student Skill Learning Length

SLL measures the effort needed to learn a skill (see section 3.4.2 for a discussion

of effort). The number of problems completed can stand as a proxy for the

number of problems needed to learn a skill, because students are likely to stop

completing problems they are not forced to complete by the tutor. Calculating

the SLL from the dataset is quite simple. In other words, it is assumed that

enough students completed the tutor, but did not do extra problems to make

useful inferences. Students who dropped the course or did extra problems are

not accounted for because that information is not present in the dataset. Some

students are likely either not completing the course or are doing extra problems,

but it is not possible to find and remove them because student completion data

is not present. The following lists show how these metrics will be calculated

1. iterate through all rows to create a complete list of each problem

2. for each problem, iterate through all its steps to find which skills it teaches

This creates a list of which problems teach which skills, which provides a

starting point for calculating SLLs. Each student has 5 SLL counts, 1 for each

of the top 5 traced skills. To compute the SLL for each student/skill pair:

1. for each student in the metric dataset:
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a) create 5 tallies, one for each skill

b) iterate through the step entries for that student

c) each time a new problem is encountered, add one to each tally that

problem teaches

d) store the tallies for each student in the dataset

3.5.1.2 Average Learning length per Problem

To compute the ALPs, more steps are required. Starting from the student skill

learning lengths, the dataset needs to be iterated through, and each student’s

SLL needs to be attributed to each problem they completed.

1. create an empty list of integers for each problem

2. for each student

a) for each problem they have completed

i. add that student’s learning length for the skill that problem

teaches to the list for that problem

3. Sum each problem’s list and divide it by the number of entries to get that

problem’s average learning length

It is important to note that a student can have many SLLs, as they have one

learning length per skill they encountered in the tutor. This research considers

the SLL for the 5 most frequent skills. However, each problem only has one

ALP, which combines the scores for all 5 considered skills. This was done to

represent how well problems taught as a whole, which could help to eliminate

poor problems.

3.5.2 Data Model for Testing Metrics

In order to test the strength of relationships between each attribute to the

learning length, which is necessary to answer both research questions, a data
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ws built for predicting learning length using the KDD 2010 dataset. Prediction

was done on a per-step basis, using the information that was available at the

time the learner completed the step. Per-step prediction was also done because

predicting an SLL after a student finishes the tutor is trivial, as it is simple to

look at the number of problems they have completed.

In order to create a prediction task, a list of features needs to be created that

can be used predict the student’s learning length for a skill, which represents

the effort they needed to complete to learn a skill. A data model will need to be

constructed for prediction by categorizing data into sections to represent the

student, the problem, the unit, the student at the time of answering a question,

and the student’s progress through the tutor so far.

Table 3.4 contains features that were selected to be used for prediction.

Hand picked features were used because they provide information about the

importance of the metrics used when they are analysed. This which will later

be used for discovering underlying patterns in the data. Because the features

will be used for black-box testing, which considers how an algorithm performs

by only examining the input and the output without considering the internal

systems. This technique will discover the importance of features to the predic-

tion. In order for the discovered importance to have clear meaning, the features

have to have clear meanings. Hand picked features have clear meanings, so they

are useful for this feature.

Black box testing was used in order to complete the same analysis on many

different predictors. Since black box testing does not consider the internals,

it does not rely on how these algorithms works. Not relying on how an algo-

rithm works means that it does not depend on any internal structure, and can

therefore be applied to many different algorithms without change.
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Features were selected based on research from Baker [3] and Machine learn-

ing models from the KDD 2010 competition[46][28][35] which most closely

matched the goals and methods of this thesis. Baker was used particularly

because they were strong competitor in the KDD 2010 competition, as well as

research on predicting the moment of learning, which is similar to this research.

Table 3.4 is the proposed data model for predicting SLL using the KDD 2010

data.

Data in this model are divided into 3 categories. Information that represents

the student, the skill, and the problem are in the first category. The second

category represents the Student state of mind data. This data is captured by

checking the last few entries for the student. Lastly, the student’s progress so

far is measured by their steps through the tutor.

The first category of data contain 3 metrics calculated from the percent of

first corrects. For problems, this is an averaged sum of all student first answers

on a problem. Skills are calculated the same way. The percent of first corrects

for a student represents the average performance of the student in the system.

The second category of data were created using the example from Detecting

the Moment of Learning[3], which provided a rich example of their feature set

for building a predictive model from a similar dataset. This includes the num-

ber of help requests in the last few questions, the amount of time spent in the

last few questions, and the time spent on this step. These data could capture

information about whether the student is confused with current material. In

their research, this data helped find the moment of learning for skill categories.

The last category of data measured the number of steps through the dataset

students completed.
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3.5.3 Building the Prediction Dataset

Data was transformed into the proposed data model using a complicated pro-

cess. For each type of data, a different method had to be created to capture

that data, before being combined to create a database which could be used for

predictive algorithms. This process is described in figure 3.5. At the top of the

diagram is the original database, and the bottom is the schema for the trans-

formed data. The way this data is collected from the original dataset is defined

with the arrows and boxes that describe the steps to transform this data. The

first step of this processes was to select students to create the data used for

estimation, and the prediction subset of the database. The prediction subset

was used to generate steps for predictive algorithms answering the research

questions. The other data subset, the metric generation, was used to create

the problem difficulty, the skill difficulty, and the average learning length per

problem metrics. This is done at the top of figure 3.5.

After this step was complete, metrics were created and processed into a

database following the data model described above.

The first type of data is the ratio of correct to incorrect answers. This is

captured for the student, the skill, and the problem. This was accomplished

by going through the data one step at a time, and adding the count to each of

the three separate categories: the knowledge component (aka skill), student,

and problem. Each skill, problem, and student got a count of corrects and

steps associated with them. Then, once all the data was summed, the number

of corrects in each category was divided by the total number of steps in that

category to arrive at averages. This was done from the metric creation subset

of the data, because it was used to make the prediction. The exception to this

is the student success ratio, which used the prediction subset of data because
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the data was sliced by student, so to get student data it was only possible to

get data from the prediction subset.

The next type of data is the student skill learning length (SLL) data, which

includes SLL, which connects a student and a skill, and the average learning

length per problem, which represents the average learning length of all students

who encountered that problem. This is shown in the middle of figure 3.5. SLL

will also be separated into five quantile bins in order to complete classification

tasks. Each bin will receive an even percentage of the population.

For the average learning length per problem, a more complicated method

had to be employed. Learning length had to be calculated, as well as a list

of all problems a student completed. Then, a database was created linking

each problem to a list of SLLs. This was then appended to for each student in

the database. For each student, the entry for each problem they created had

their learning length appended to that problem’s list of learning lengths. Once

this was created, an average was calculated. This was done using the metric

creation subset of the database, since it represented student information.

The number of problems the student completed in that skill so far is tallied

as the data is transformed into the new format row by row using a count stored

for each student for each skill. The number of hints on the current problem,

and the amount of time spent on the current problem are just copied through

to the step in the new dataset.

The last type of data is the data about the last few steps the student has

taken. This included the number of correct answers, the amount of time taken,

and the number of help requests in the last 5-8 steps. This is to the far right

of figure 3.5. This was done by creating a database which recorded the last

few steps and storing the information alongside the step number in the original
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data. The first 8 entries for each student are ignored because previous entries

were used for historical data for student steps.

Data Transformation Process

Figure 3.5: Process for creating machine learning format from KDD 2010 data.
Conversions were done in multiple files to produce intermediary databases, then
collated with the entries in the original data set. KDD data is at the top of
the figure, then the data flows downward as more transformations are applied
to the the original data.

The resulting dataset includes 30 430 rows, 100 students, and 5 skills. Since

each pair of skill and student produces a single SLL, there is a maximum of

500 unique learning lengths.
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Feature Set for Testing ALP and SLL
Name Type Expected

Value
Value to Predictive
Model

Student
Percent first correct
for all answered steps

Integer 0 - 1 Students skill with
the tutor and mate-
rial

Skill
Percent first correct
for all answered steps
of the skill

Integer 0 - 1 Difficulty of the skill

Problem
Mean learning length
for that problem

integer 0-150 Ability of Problem to
teach

Percentage first cor-
rect per problem

integer 0-1 Difficulty Of the
Problem

Unit
Current Unit as one
hot vector

1 binary num-
ber per unit

1 or 0 The current unit

Student at this point in time
Number of times cor-
rect (last 5 steps)

Whole Num-
ber

0-5 Student’s ability on
the current set of
problems

Number of help re-
quests (last 8 steps)

Whole Num-
ber

1-8 Student’s recent need
for help

Total time spent(last
3 steps)

Integer 0-30 Number of seconds
spent on the last 3
steps

Time spent on this
step towards correct
answers

Integer 0-30

Time spent on this
step towards incor-
rect answers

Integer 0-30

Student Progress
Number of steps
completed of the
current skill

Whole Num-
ber

1-50 Students current
learning length on
the current skill

Number of steps
completed in the
current unit

Whole Num-
ber

1-500 Students current
progress in this unit

Number of steps
completed in the
tutor

Integer 1-1000 Student’s current
progress in the tutor
as a whole

Prediction Variable
Student Skill Learn-
ing Length

Whole Num-
ber

1-100 Amount of effort
spent before skill was
learned

Table 3.4: Data model for testing the SLL and ALP Metrics
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3.6 Research Question 1: Is it possible to create a

metric which represents a student’s required effort

in order to learn a skill

When looking at difficulty learning a skill, time spent completing problems of

a given skill is a good indicator. If students are no longer assigned questions

from a skill, it is likely because they have completed learning that skill and

do not require further instructions. The SLL metric capture this by observing

the number of problems a student completes in a given skill. Since students

have to demonstrate mastery of a skill before the tutor will assign them other

questions, it can be concluded that students who have done more problems

likely struggled more to learn the given knowledge component. This will be

tested by comparing to the first correct data, which was used as a success

metric in the KDD 2010 competition.

If the SLL represents the effort students took to learn a skill, then it should

decrease if students completed more questions correctly the first time they saw

them, and it should be lower for skills that students got more correct first

answers when completing steps. Correct first answers are used because that

was the definition of success in the KDD 2010 competition.

A linear model will be used for making predictions. A linear model is

likely to capture the relationship between the student and their SLL because

it was successfully used to capture the relationship between similar data and

the student’s first success information in the KDD competition [46]

If the created linear model is accurate, and the predicted SLL increases with

the metrics that include the correct first attempt, then this shows that the data

in the KDD 2010 dataset can be used to analyze the difficulty students had

learning a skill, and can therefore be used for creating a metric for this effort.
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1. Select sample data set using 100 students

2. Create linear models using data model using data format from section

3.5.2

3. Compare weights of linear models of SLL against the first success rate

for students and for skills.

3.6.1 Sample Data Set Creation

100 random students will be selected from the KDD 2010 dataset. All data

related to these 100 students will be copied into a database and used for the

next steps. This data will be sent through the data pipeline described in section

3.5.2.

3.6.2 Linear Modeling

The R library Caret[32] will be used to build the linear model. 10-fold cross

validation will be used to create 10 different predictors. The model with the

highest accuracy will then go through further testing.

Accuracy will be measured using root mean square error (RMSE), which

measures the difference between what is predicted and what actually happened

over a set of predictions. This metric measures the amount of error, so lower is

better. RMSE also punishes a few large errors harsher than many small errors,

because the difference is squared.

Each linear model is a set of weight factors which will be multiplied by the

values of each entry to come up with a predicted match of the predicted value.

This can be used to predict the SLL for any student step. The more accurate

they are, the better these data points predict the SLL.
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3.6.3 Comparing Model weights

The linear coefficients of the linear model will be examined to determine if SLL

goes down with student success. The direction and size of correlation can be

found using the coefficients. A coefficient above 0 represents a positive corre-

lation, while a coefficients below zero represents a negative correlation. This

is because negative coefficients drive the predicted SLL down, while positive

coefficients show the opposite, the larger they are the more they are forcing

the predicted value higher.

The magnitude of the weight is important to find the degree of correlation.

Metrics with greater magnitudes of weights show a higher correlation, as that

field is used more than other metrics for evaluation. When multiplied by the

average value of the metric, this represents the change to predicted value over

the course of predicting every example in the database. This is close to the

change in accuracy from removing a field for the linear predictor. It is different

because the accuracy metric is RMSE, which squares each error. RMSE is

designed to over-represent error that is less common but causes a high degree

of error on a few entries.

This will produce one linear coefficient for each input to the model, and

one value for the difference in accuracy for each input to the model. This will

produce a table such as table 3.5.

An Example of a Table to Analyze a Linear Classifier

Field Coefficient Average value Relevance to end Prediction

intercept a 1.00000000 |a| ∗ average

Student Percent First Correct b average for this metric |b| ∗ average

Skill Percent First Correct c average for this metric |c| ∗ average

Problem Percent First Correct d average for this metric |d| ∗ average

... ... ... ...
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Table 3.5: An example of a table that could be used to analyze the findings of a linear

classifier

In order to answer the question of if SLL coincides with correct answers, a

linear model will have to be shown to be an accurate predictor. The accuracy of

the model will be shown by comparing the linear model to a baseline predictor.

Since this is the first work done on this data, the baseline will be the most

accurate of a predictor which only predicts either mean, median, or mode of

the SLL. These three predictors will be created, and the most accurate of these

will be used as the baseline. The baseline predictor will be created using the

entire dataset and then used for answering both research questions. A one-

sample t-test will be used to compare the RMSE of the created linear model

against the most accurate baseline predictor.

Once both the baseline predictor and the linear model are complete, the

linear coefficients for the 17 fields in the model will be compared to find how

each variable effects the SLL. The coefficients will each be multiplied by the

average value of their field to get an accuracy difference due to the presence or

absence of this information to making a prediction. An absolute value will be

taken to make a comparison between the importance for each variable provided

to the model . If the SLL works to show the amount of effort before learning a

skill, the three first correct datapoints (student first correct, skill first correct,

and problem first correct) should be among the highest values for importance

to end prediction.
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3.7 Research Question 2: What impact does problem

assignment have on the amount of effort a student

requires to learn a skill?

The ability of a problem to teach a skill can be identified through an exami-

nation of the experiences of learners who have encountered that problem. For

this purpose the metric average learning length per problem (ALP) has been

calculated. This metric takes the list of students who have completed a prob-

lem, and averages their SLL. Problems which teach effectively will likely lead

to SLLs trending downward, which will lower the ALP for the problems those

students have been involved with.

In order to find if ALP is an effective metric, it needs to be shown as a useful

predictor of the SLL. Research question 2 will be evaluated by using the average

learning length per problem to predict the SLL of the students completing that

problem. If the prediction is accurate, then clearly the problem assignment is

making an impact on the student’s difficulty learning a skill.

Four different machine learning algorithms will be used to build predictive

models using data built from the KDD 2010 database. If these algorithms

produce accurate predictions, then the models contain the data necessary to

make predictions about the effort students will need to learn a skill, as measured

by the SLL. By removing some data from the predictive model and calculating

the change in accuracy, it is possible to ascertain which data these algorithms

rely on while treating these models as black boxes. This allows the same

discovery process to be used on several different machine learning algorithms.

Data will be removed by zeroing out fields one at a time in the test data set

before using the trained predictors. These prediction models will be built using

R’s Caret interface [32].
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The data used for these predictions will be the data constructed in the data

transformation (Section 3.5.2). This includes generating metrics, creating a

separate database for prediction, and then transforming the prediction subset

of data into this data model.

1. Choose regression and classification algorithms to train on the data from

section 3.5.2

2. Hold back 10% of data for black box testing (step 4)

3. Train each algorithm 10 times using 10-fold cross validation using the

remaining 90% of the data

4. Test the importance of each field by replacing it with zeroes and measur-

ing the accuracy change

3.7.1 Algorithm Selection

Four different algorithms will be used. These were selected based on accu-

racy, relying on the same format of data, and picking a mix of black box and

interpretable prediction algorithms.

1. Averaging Neural Network (avnnet)

This performs an averaging operation of several neural networks trained

with different starting seeds. This model was selected for it’s accuracy

according to fernandez et al [12]. It is a black box model.

2. Bayesian Regularized Neural Networks A Neural Network model with

regularization for noise reduction. This is done using Bayesian statistics

to create data which better matches the expected profile. This was se-

lected to replace naive Bayes classifiers which will not work with the data

format created by step 2. This is a black box model.
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3. Linear Modelling Linear prediction minimizing square error. Uses a linear

coefficient to represent the weight of each field on a final model. This is

a non-black box model, as the internal parameters are very simple.

4. Cart style decision tree Decision tree forming bins for each field to max-

imize number of correct classifications. This is a non-black box model.

SVMs, an alternate machine learning model, were considered, but not used due

to poor scaling in computation time with the number of entries present in the

data [5].

Classification tasks will be performed using the 2 algorithms above that can

complete classification tasks: Linear models and cart style decision trees.

3.7.2 Withhold Data for Black Box Testing

Black box testing is the process of examining how something works without

looking at its internals. 10% of all entities (rows) will be set aside for black

box testing to find the relevance. This will be done by selecting row numbers

randomly.

3.7.3 Training Models

The remaining 90% of the data rows will then be used for training, which will

be divided into 10 segments for 10-fold cross validation. For each model, a

grid-method will be used for hyper-parameter tuning. This involves stepping

linearly through the hyper-parameter options as the cross-sections of data are

run.

The best performing model from cross validation will be used from each

algorithm. This will be decided by testing each trained predictor on their test

slice from cross validation.
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3.7.4 Black Box Testing

Once training is complete, black box testing will be conducted on the 6 trained

prediction models. This testing will find the relative importance of each field in

the model to an accurate prediction. The data set aside at step number 2 will

be used for this purpose. A copy of this data will be used, and then one field of

the data will be replaced with all 0s. This removes the ability for the classifier

to use this datapoint. This will be done for each input to each model, one at

a time. The accuracy will then be computed on the data set with no inputs

removed for the purpose of comparison. Next, each zeroed data set will be fed

in to predictors one at a time. These accuracy scores will each be compared to

the accuracy for the data without inputs removed to produce a set of accuracy

deltas. Each delta represents the amount of change in accuracy for each model

when each data point is removed. In turn, this shows how important each

individual data point is to the trained predictor. This will create a table like

table 3.6. Each type of predictor is along the top of the table (brnn for Bayesian

recurrent neural network, lm for Linear Model, avNNet for averaging neural

network, and rpart for cart style tree). Along the left are the inputs to the

model, along with the original accuracies before removing inputs. Each value

represents the accuracy change when compared to the accuracy of that model

with no values removed. These values are expected to be somewhere between

0-20.

Sample Results from Black Box Analysis

Algorithm Used brnn lm avNNet rpart

Original Accuracy (RMSE) 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Field Removed Accuracy Change (RMSE)
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Algorithm Used brnn lm avNNet rpart

Student Percent First Correct 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Skill Percent First Correct 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Problem Percent First Correct 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Average Learning Length per Problem 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Correct Answers in last 5 Steps 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Time Spent in Last 8 Steps 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Number of Help Requests in last 8 Steps 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Steps in Skill 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Steps in Unit 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Steps in Tutor 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Correct First Attempt 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Incorrects 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Corrects 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Hints 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Oppertunity Count for Current Skill 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Step Duration 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Error Step Duration 0-20 0-20 0-20 0-20

Table 3.6: Sample Results from Black Box Analysis

Accuracy will be measured in predictive accuracy for the classification task

(quantile bins), and in RMSE for the prediction task. Predictive accuracy

measures the number of correct classifications divided by the number of total

classifications, which gives the percent of entities that are classified correctly.

If accurate predictors can be created using this model that will prove the

hypothesis. For both tasks, the accuracy will be compared to median or mode
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predictors using one-sample t-tests to establish a baseline. Comparison to this

baseline will be used to establish accuracy.

If the average learning length per problem is among most important inputs

in the trained predictors, it can be concluded that it is useful for finding the

SLL of a student, and therefore showing that the problem selection is important

for student learning, and that the average learning length per problem should

be considered as a tool for assessing the impact of specific problems on student

learning.
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Chapter 4

Results and Analysis

4.1 Research Question One

The first research question asks if it is possible to create a metric which rep-

resents the effort required by a student before learning a skill. In order to

investigate this, 2 metrics were created, and then linear models were built to

see how other data in the dataset related to these metrics.

In order to find out if it learning length can be used to measure the time

invested towards learning a skill, it needs to be demonstrated that learning

length correlates with existing success metrics in the KDD 2010 data set. To

accomplish this, a linear model was constructed and the relative importance to

a final prediction for each input. In order to show that the predictor is useful,

a baseline first has to be established.

4.1.1 Establishing a Baseline

In order to test the accuracy of the prediction algorithms, a baseline has to

be established for the accuracy of predicting the student skill learning length.

A useful baseline for SLL is the most accurate of the average learning length,
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or the most common entry (the mode). The mean is 30.885, which gives an

RMSE of 16.83. The mode is 41, which gives an RMSE of 19.31. The median

predictor achieved an RMSE of 20.32. The mean is lowest, so 16.83 will be

used as a baseline.

The accuracy of the linear model was also investigated. A one sample

Wilcoxon test[32] was performed on linear models produced by an 11 fold cross

validation. This was done because the assumptions of normality and the as-

sumption that there were no outliers were not met for the T-test. Wilcoxon

tests use the medians to remove these assumptions. Instead, the assumptions

for a one-sample Wilcoxon test are that the data is continuous and the observa-

tions are independent from each other. 11 samples guarantees an equal number

of samples on each side of the median. The data used to build the 11 models

overlaps because of the cross fold validations, but the data used to build the

predictors does not influence the linear model’s accuracy in predictable ways.

Each entity will get viewed by each predictor, either in the training or the

classification step, because of cross validation, and the large number of sam-

ples helps ensure that the difficult to predict entities are somewhat spread out.

Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the RMSE values are independent.

A statistical difference between the linear model and the baseline was found

(p<0.005). The linear model outperform the baseline predictor on the data set

by more than 1 point of RMSE (p<0.005). This shows that the linear model is

doing a fair job of predicting the student skill learning length of students using

this data model.

Next, the importance of the variables was examined. This was calculated

by multiplying the model’s co-efficient by the average value of that input for

each input to the linear model. Table 4.2 contains the results.
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Results of Linear Model Analysis

Variable Coefficient Average value Relevance

intercept 1.27x101 1.00000000 1.27x101

Student Percent First Correct −2.90x101 0.5761344 1.67x101

Skill Percent First Correct 1.24x101 0.6219947 7.71x100

Problem Percent First Correct 2.28x100 0.6243856 1.42x101

Average Learning Length Per Problem 7.16x10−1 31.28796 2.24x101

Correct Answers in Last 5 Steps −8.93x10−1 4.0884 3.65x100

Time Spent in Last 8 Steps −3.06x10−3 17.92157 5.49x10−1

Number of Help Requests in Last 8 Steps −1.94−1 0.343 6.66x10−1

Steps In Skill 1.00x101 89.62593 8.98x100

Steps In Unit 5.70x10−3 340.4113 1.94x100

Steps in Tutor 6.64x10−4 1156.372 7.68x10−1

Correct First Attempt 1.54x10−1 0.8379231 1.29x10−1

Number of Times Incorrect −9.27x10−2 0.3975682 3.68x10−2

Number of Times Correct −7.26x10−1 0.9854091 7.16x10−1

Number of Hints 1.15x100 00.03795596 4.37x10−2

Opportunity Count for Current Skill −4.29x10−2 93.25113 4.00x100

Error Step Duration 1.29x10−3 2.8847 3.63x10−3

Table 4.2: Co-efficients from a Linear Model on sample data

The most important value for the linear model is the average learning length

per problem(ALP), with a relevance of 22.4. This is not suprising because ALP

contains SLL. The second most important is the student percent first correct,

at 16.7. The student percent first correct is the number of steps that the

student got correct on the first try divided by the number of steps the student

has answered. This metric represents the student’s ability to answer questions

correctly over the entire tutor, not just on the relevant skills. This shows that

the problems assigned the student are significant to determining the required

effort to learn a skill. It is surprising that the student percent first correct is

not the greatest predictor, as it sticks with the student over the entire time

learning a skill, where the problem should only come up a couple of times.
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This shows that the problems that students are assigned are important

to how long it takes students to learn skills. The fact that the student first

correct is the second highest variable shows that the student’s ability to answer

questions correctly is an important factor. Further, since the coefficient is

negative, students who get more questions correct are more likely to have a

short student skill learning length (SLL), since the larger the student’s first

correct chance, the lower the predicted SLL will be.

This also shows that the SLL changes based on the student’s ability to

answer questions correctly, which means students are being stopped from pro-

gressing by their ability to answer questions correctly, being stuck doing more

questions if they don’t get the questions correct. This data therefore shows

that SLL is a useful metric, since students getting questions incorrect means

that their SLL increases.

Further, it shows that the ALP predicts the length of time that students are

learning the same skill, which means that it may be able to separate problems

by their ability to teach material.

With these result it makes sense to start looking at whether the ALP can

be used to detect effective or ineffective problems for teaching skills.

4.2 Research Question Two

The second research question asks if problem assignment is an important factor

in the amount of effort a student requires to learn a skill. In order to investigate

this, predictive algorithms were given metrics representing problem assignment

and asked to predict the amount of problems students had to complete before

learning a skill. This was done as a regression task, with the original SLL, and

as a classification task using student SLL binned into five quantile segments.
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4.2.1 Performance in the Regression Problem

T-tests assume a normal distribution and no significant outliers. Since the

test results were found to have outliers, as identified in the boxplot of results

(figure 4.1, and a visual test showed the data was unlikely to be normal, a

one sample Wilcoxon test[32] was used instead of a one-sample t-test. The

one sample Wilcoxon test assumes that dividing samples using the median

produces 2 equal groups of samples, so a cross validation with 11 samples was

used instead of 10, so that half of the samples would be on each side of the

median value. Table 4.3 contains the top accuracy for each predictor as well

as the results of black box analysis. All 4 models (Bayesian filter, averaging

neural net, linear model, and cart tree) were found to have means significantly

lower (p<0.005) than the mean predictor, which scored an RMSE of 16.83

when guessing SLL. This shows that the models each managed to produce

a predictor which is statistically better than guessing the mean. However,

only the Baysian regularized neural network (Brnn) model performed 2 points

better than the baseline model (p<0.005). The best hyper-parameters for the

Bayesian regularized Neural Network Hidden layer used 3 neurons, the Linear

model used a linear intercept, the Averaging neural network “avNNet” used 5

hidden neurons, a decay of 0.1, and no bagging. The cart-style tree rpart used

a complexity parameter of 0.04164648.

The accuracies of the model for each of the 10 training runs are compared

with a boxplot in figure 4.1. Each predictor has a significantly different ac-

curacy, based on the length of the whiskers, other than the rpart and the

averaging neural network. The interpolated network (brnn) clearly performs

the best. The linear model also performs very well, showing that there is

important linear relationships in the data, as well as non-linear relationships

picked up by the better performing network. The averaging neural network
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performed quite poorly. This is likely a case of training time and hyper pa-

rameter tuning favouring the simpler linear model, as the neural network could

have trained into a linear model, as each node has at least the decision power of

a linear model, since a linear model is a single weight for each input, called the

co-efficient, where a neural network has several weights for each node, which

could have been trained down to a single node doing the same work as a linear

model. Since the problem appears to be in the training, the improvement in

the Baysian network is likely because the training was more effective.

Predictive Accuracies Obtained by Cross-Fold

Figure 4.1: Boxplot for accuracies in the full data predictors. This was done
on the 10-fold cross validation to find outliers. Circles above and below a box,
as seen above the brnn (Bayesian neural network) and above and below the
lm(linear model) indicate outliers in terms of accuracy

Black Box Analysis of Regression Models

Algorithm Used brnn lm avNNet rpart

Original Accuracy (RMSE) 13.24056 14.82919 16.32879 16.50599
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Algorithm Used brnn lm avNNet rpart

Field Removed Accuracy Change (RMSE)

Student Percent First Correct 0.455747 0.544715 0.094474 0

Skill Percent First Correct 3.389328 0.133961 0.086034 1.229581

Problem Percent First Correct 0.110939 0.023052 0.044577 0

Average Learning Length per Problem(ALP) 0.374294 13.13707 2.421132 0

Correct Answers in last 5 Steps 0.310399 0.028932 0.00072 0

Time Spent in Last 8 Steps 0.00211 0.000961 0.060394 0

Number of Help Requests in last 8 Steps 0.031492 0.005703 0.008437 0

Steps in Skill 10.8487 2.337949 2.293027 4.208181

Steps in Unit 0.049111 0.001173 0.114782 0

Steps in Tutor 0.104738 0.061699 0.157066 0

Correct First Attempt 0.014554 0.000154 0.065716 0

Number of Times Incorrect 0.00058 0.00011 -0.00258 0

Number of Times Correct 0.018624 0.00088 0.0462 0

Number of Hints 0.017724 0.000925 0.005825 0

Opportunity Count for Current Skill 0.354081 0.666871 0.180631 0

Step Duration 0.002078 0 0.005617 0

Error Step Duration 0.001025 -0.00014 0.004934 0

Table 4.3: Results from the black box analysis of the Regression Problem. Accuracies are

reported in terms of Root Mean Square Error(RMSE). All numbers except the original

accuracy are reported in terms of a difference between the original accuracy and the new

accuracy. A positive number indicates the RMSE has gone up, representing a decrease in

accuracy.

Table 4.3 shows the results from black box analysis. For each of the 4 chosen

predictors, the accuracy in terms of RMSE is reported along with the change

in accuracy for each variable that had it’s data replaced with 0. According to

these results, The skill statistic is the most important classifying tool to the

cart model and the neural network with Bayesian Filtering. This is apparent

by the 3.3 and 10.8 accuracy change from the skill percent first correct and

the steps in skill category in the brnn column, and the 1.2 and the 4.2 in the

rpart column. The linear model and the averaging neural network still relies

heavily on the ALP, with a value of 13.13 and 2.4 change in RMSE with the

ALP removed. However, all models have a high accuracy change when the

steps in skill statistic is removed, meaning all classifiers found that data useful

for making predictions.
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The fact that the linear model gets very little data from the skill percent

correct and the Bayesian normalized neural network found so much data likely

means that there is information present in the skill that is not captured by

the difficulty of completing problems in that skill. The 5 skills each have their

own percent first correct, however they may have differences not present in

the first correct, which a linear model cannot find due to its simplicity. The

neural network may find information about how the skills link to SLL in a more

complicated manner.

The difference between averages in the effort required for different skills

very greatly, as apparent from Figure 3.4.2. In this case, it is likely that some

skills have more difficult problems, but require less problems for proficiency.

This would not be picked up by a linear model, which can not make complex

decisions using the numbers, but merely multiplies them through by a co-

efficient, but could be learned by a neural network.

4.2.2 Performance in the Classification Problem

The influence of the skill can be removed by binning SLL into quantiles sep-

arated by the skill, creating separate bin for each skill. By doing this, each

skill will have the same SLL, in the same distribution, rather than a different

distribution of SLLs in each skill. This creates a classification problem rather

than a regression one. Cut points for each skill are present in table 4.4. These

are calculated using only the prediction dataset, and not the stat gen set used

to create the SLL statistics. This guarantees that 1/5th of the data is in each

bin. In this way the influence of problems to the SLL can be tested without

the skill’s effect on the distribution effecting the data. Only 2 of the 4 selected

predictors can complete classification problems out of the box (linear model

and cart style tree).
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Cutpoints for Splitting Student Skill Learning Lengths (SLL) into
Quantiles

Skill Name column boundaries

Calculate sum digit – no carry-1 1 5 12 21 35.6 119
Identify number as common factor-1 1 5 7 12 21 42
Calculate partial product – no carry-1 1 5 10 16 27 92
Calculate difference digit from 2 digits-1 1 4 7 11 17 100

Calculate internal product-1 1 6 11 17 28 105

Table 4.4: Cutpoints for the SLL of the top 5 skills into quintiles, including the
top and the bottom values for those categories. These boundaries are inclusive,
values equal to the bin label fall into the lower bin. For example, a student
with the skill identify number as a common value and a student skill learning
length of 5 falls into bin 1, and an LL of 6 would fall into bin 2.

Black Box Analysis of Classification Task Models

Algorithm Used avNNet rpart

Original Accuracy 38.44699 38.95481

Field Removed Accuracy Change

Student Percent First Correct -0.19432 0

Skill Percent First Correct -0.03886 0

problem Percent First Correct -0.15934 0

Average Learning Length Per Problem(ALP) -3.06249 0

Last 5 Correct -3.98746 0

Last 8 Time 0.141206 0

Last 8 Help -0.00907 0

Steps in Skill -12.785 -18.2376

Steps in Unit -4.43699 0

System Steps -1.21774 0

Correct First Attempt -0.09716 0

Incorrects 0.011659 0
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Corrects -0.36532 0

Hints -0.09716 0

Oppertunity skill -3.38377 0

Step Duration(Sec) -0.03368 0

Error Step Duration(Sec) -0.11918 0

Table 4.5: Results from black box analysis on predictors predict-

ing which of 5 bins students’ final SLL would fall in. Accuracy

is provided in terms of predictive accuracy, and the difference in

predictive accuracy is reported when each field is removed.

Rather than RMSE, this uses a predictive accuracy to capture the ability

to classify observations in a multi-class classification problem. Predictive ac-

curacy measures the number of correct classifications over the number of total

classifications. For classification problems where the results are evenly binned,

the baseline predictor is 20%, since there are 5 different bins to guess, random

guessing will get a correct result 1/5 of the time. The accuracy of the predic-
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tors is statistically greater than the 20% baseline predictor (p<0.05). This was

analyzed using a one sample Wilcoxon test. This means that the predictors are

useful, and therefore it makes sense to analyze their reliance on data to find

out about trends in the data.

What is found here is that the main predictor of the student’s bin is the

number of steps into learning the skill the student currently is. This is high-

lighted by the cart-style decision tree, but is present in the averaging neural

network as well. Steps in skill is the largest predictor by far, with an accuracy

decrease of 12.78%. This means that when the variable steps in skill was zeroed

out, the accuracy of the averaging neural network (avNNet) is only 25%. The

accuracy of the cart style tree without the steps in skill is 20.7%, which is likely

better than 20% due to random chance.

Essentially, it is very difficult to judge the amount of time the student will

spend learning a skill from a single step of the process. The cart-style tree relies

only on the amount of steps, where the averaging neural network predicts using

mainly the current step, but also the average learning length per problem, the

steps in the unit, and the number of opportunities the student has had to learn

the skill as recorded by the tutor. These predictors are far above a random

guessing baseline, however since the cart style tree is only using the steps,

it is unlikely that this outperforms a predictor that merely guesses randomly

within the bin boundaries that not already been passed, guessing the number

of problems done so far using the step count. This shows that the original

baseline for the models should have included the step count as part of the

prediction model, or data about number of steps should have been removed.

This means that the data presented is not enough to make useful distinctions

in student skill learning length. Therefore, further work is needed building the

data model.
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In this thesis it was demonstrated that student skill learning (SLL) is a use-

ful model for effort before a skill is learned. However, further work is needed

to find if the average learning length per problem(ALP) is useful. The models

provided exceeded random chance and median predictors, but were not mean-

ingfully different from predicting only based on the student’s current number

of problems completed. Since the predictions were not accurate their reliance

on the average learning length per problem was not indicative that this metric

reliably measured the ability of these problems to teach skills.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Limitations

No statistical treatment was done on the black box analysis due to memory

limitations. The caret interface[19] used to do the machine learning only gives

access to the accuracy from the 10 trained predictors, not the trained prediction

components. This means you can produce boxplots on their accuracy on the

testing slice, but cannot do your own tests with the trained predictors. For

this reason statisitcal analysis is done on the accuracy of the predictors, but

not the importance. Each test was done a few times to ensure similar results,

and found to be consistent on this basis. This would be more of an issue if

average learning length per problem(ALP) was proved to be a useful metric, but

this was not shown here. This analysis would have given a confidence interval

to the accuracy differences, which could have provided a level of certainty in

replication that is not present here. In future works, interfaces which give

access to all trained predictors from cross validation should be used instead.

This can be done by reorganizing existing code to run one model at a time.
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The mean was used heavily to represent the underlying data points, such

as the first correct data and the ALP. Since these data points are not normally

distributed. Other ways to represent the central tendency of the data may do

a better job representing the underlying data, and may therefore create better

accuracy from the predictors.

Ultimately, the fact that the models mainly came to conclusions using the

students current number of completed problems towards learning a skill shows

that either the modeling algorithms used were not suited to this problem,

or that the data model does not capture enough information to make a useful

distinction. The second is more likely due to two factors: the diversity between

models was fairly high, and the large amount of missing data from the students

taking these courses. Three different families of machine learning algorithm

were used: neural networks, linear models, and cart trees. Further tuning could

possibly have increased the accuracy, and found relationships less dependent on

the problem the student is currently on. Random forests or ensemble networks

are also likely to show improved accuracy. Missing data in the original dataset

makes it impossible to study the effects of gender, socioeconomic status, or

first language. This information could have provided more information for a

better predictor. It is also possible that it captures data from one group and

not another, such as collecting data from only men, and very few women. If

ALP is used to hone in on problems which make poor teachers, it has to be

used with other tools to make sure that decisions aren’t made to benefit only

the group who most frequently use the tutor.
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5.2 Future Work

Since the most accurate predictor used only the current number of steps into

the system, this research failed to show that the ALP is a good indicator for

finding problems that lead to students spending more time learning a concept.

It is important to note that this does not rule out the use of ALP as an indi-

cator, merely that this method failed to demonstrate its strength. Estimating

the course of a student’s learning using a single instance of time is a difficult

task, and rephrasing how the learning was done, what data was presented, and

spending time on hyper parameter tuning may come to a different conclusion.

Similar metrics may also be found using these same metrics to do a better

job of predicting outcome, such as using a different representation of central

tendency, such as median and mode, which are noted to be better representa-

tions in data with heavy leans to one side, which is present in the data. It also

may work better to represent the fractional number of students who struggle

with a concept. This could be represented as the number of students who com-

pleted a given problem and fall in the longest quantile for an entire skill for

each problem. This could further be divided by the number of students who

completed that problem, giving a representation of the number of students who

struggle on a skill, rather than capturing the central tendency.

It is also possible to change the format of data used for prediction. For

example, each student takes a specific pathway through the course, as seen in

the frequency diagram snapshot presented in figure 3.3. If instead of predicting

the student skill learning length(SLL) using the data at a given step, the SLL

was predicted using a sample of the problems they completed, using a one-hot

vector, and selecting a few of the problems from the problems they completed

randomly (in order to remove the ability for the machine learning algorithms
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to count the number of turned on units in the vector), It would be possible to

use black box testing to find problems that cause long and short SLLs.

Here SLL was used to represent the number of unique problems students

were assigned to represent the amount of time they spent learning, but it may

be that removing the “unique” qualifier gives a better picture of the student’s

pathway to learning a skill, which may improve the predictor’s accuracy.

This research examined the ability of different algorithms to learn different

patterns in the data. Different predictors were found to have widely different

performance in there predictions, and widely different reliance on different data.

Many relationships were found from the difference in what each algorithm

learned, such as the non-linear relationship between the first correct response

of a skill, which was picked up by the Bayesian regularizing neural network,

but not by the Linear Model, which were the two top performers in that task.

This shows that using black box testing on machine learning models to find

underlying data can be used to find underlying patterns in the data.

Another focus of this study was to look at the difference between the black

box analysis and what can be done with more transparent models. The linear

model coefficients were compared to models with data removed. The accuracy

from the linear model largely lines up with the data calculated from the co-

efficients. LLPerProblem and student percent first correct remain the most

important predictors, with steps in skill following closely behind. The scale of

difference changes, likely due to the difference between mean error and root

mean squared error. It is not possible to calculate the root mean error without

calculating how far different the predictions would be, so mean error was used

to make the predictions using the linear coefficients. RMSE was used to com-

pare accuracy differences between predictors. These datapoints would result in

large differences in prediction would be increased, where removing predictors
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that have a small impact on accuracy would have a decreased change, due to

how squaring the individual errors. In other words, the relationships present

in the coefficients are the same relationships in our accuracy differences table,

but with a different order of magnitude.
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